EAVE SEALANT DETAIL
Urethane Sealant Must Come In Contact With The Drip Edge To Form A Weather Tight Seal

PANEL ENGAGEMENT
Field Notch Panel Ribs And Bend Pan To Form Open Hem

Urethane Sealant [HW-540] Between Panel Ribs
Fastener #12A 12 x 1” Pancake Head SD W/O Washer At 1’-0” O.C.
Eave Trim W/ Drip Edge [T-5151]
Fastener #14 $\frac{1}{8}” \times \frac{1}{2}”$ Pop Rivet SS At 1’-0” O.C.
Continuous Cleat [T-5121]
Outside Closure Wall Panel

0/0 Dimension (See Plan)

Radius

SuperLok Low Floating Clip [HW-230]
Deck Screw (2) Per Clip Min. 3” Penetration Into Metal Deck
Bearing Plate [HW-7500]

0/0 Dimension (See Plan)